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Paper- IV: Differential Geometry and Tensors

tJnit l: Space curves. 'langent. Contact of curve and surface, Osculating plane .

Unit 2: Principal normal and Binormal. Curv'ature. J'orsion, Serret-Frenet's tbrmulae.
Osculating circle and Osculating sphere.

[,tnit 3: Lixistence and Uniqueness theorems, Bertrand curves, Involute, Fivolutes. Conoids,
Infl exional tangents, S i ngular points, Indicatrix.

Unit 4: Envelope, Edge of regression. Ruled surface, Developable surface. Tangent plane to a

ruled surface,

Linit 5: Necessary and sufficient condition tlrat a surface ( : f,([,n) should repfesent a

developable surface. Metric of a surface.

First. second and third fundamental forms, Fundamental magnitudes of some importanl
surfaces, Orthogonal trajectories, Nonral curvature.

tJnit 7: Meunier's theorem, Principal directions and Principal curvatures, First curvature. Mean
curvature, Gaussion curvature, Umbilics. Radius of curvature of any normal section at an

umbilic on z : f(x,y). Radius of curvature of a given section through any point on z- =

f(x,y), Lines of curvature.

LJnrtS: Principal radii, Relation between fundamental lbrms. Asynrptotic lines, Difl-erential
equation of an asymptotic line, Curvature and Torsion of an asymptotic line.

Unit 9: Ceodesics, Differential equation of a geodesic, Single differential equation of a geodesic,

Geodesic on a surface of revolution, Geodesic Curvature and Torsion, Gauss-Bonnet
Thcorem.

Unit l0: Gauss's formulae, Gauss's characteristic equation, Weingarten equations, Mainardi-
C.oduzz.i equations. Fundamental existence theorenr fcrr surfaces, Parallel surfaces,
Gaussian and mean curvature for a parallel surface. Bonnet's theorem on parallel

strrlaces.

Unit 1l: Tensor Analysis. Kronecker delta. Contravariant and Covariant tensors, Synrmetric
tensors, Quotient law of tensors, Relative tensor.

Unit l2: Riemannian space. Metric tensor, Indicator, Permutalion symbols and Permutation
tensors, Christoffel symbols and their properlies.

Unit l3:Covariant differentiation of tensors, Ricci's theorem, Intrinsic dcrivative.

Unit 14: Geodesics, Differential equation of geodesic, Geodesic coordinates, Field of parallel
vectors.

LJnit l5: Reimann-Christoffel tensor and its properties. Covariant curvature tensor, Einstein space,

Bianchi's identity. Ilinstein tensor. Flate space. Isotropic point. Schur's theorem.
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